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OverviewOverview

Introduction to microphysics schemesIntroduction to microphysics schemes
Introduction to the Purdue Lin schemeIntroduction to the Purdue Lin scheme
Tunable coefficients, inputs & outputsTunable coefficients, inputs & outputs
Sensitivity to the input coefficientsSensitivity to the input coefficients
LUT feasibilityLUT feasibility



Explicit microphysics schemesExplicit microphysics schemes
These schemes are used to parameterize the various These schemes are used to parameterize the various 
forms of water substance at a grid point in a numerical forms of water substance at a grid point in a numerical 
modelmodel

VaporVapor
Cloud WaterCloud Water
Cloud IceCloud Ice
RainRain
SnowSnow
HailHail

Some schemes include all of these species, others Some schemes include all of these species, others 
neglect some of themneglect some of them
Most schemes are “bulk” schemes, meaning that a Most schemes are “bulk” schemes, meaning that a 
particle size distribution is assumed and massparticle size distribution is assumed and mass--weighted weighted 
mean terminal velocities are usedmean terminal velocities are used



Schemes available in WRFSchemes available in WRF

WRF recommendation: for WRF recommendation: for ∆x∆x < 10 km, a scheme < 10 km, a scheme 
including mixedincluding mixed--phase processes should be used, phase processes should be used, 
otherwise it is not worth the added expenseotherwise it is not worth the added expense
Most of these schemes are “singleMost of these schemes are “single--moment” schemes, moment” schemes, 
meaning that only the total mixing ratio is predictedmeaning that only the total mixing ratio is predicted
DoubleDouble--moment (prediction of number concentration) moment (prediction of number concentration) 
and tripleand triple--moment (prediction of mean diameter) moment (prediction of mean diameter) 
schemes are gaining favorschemes are gaining favor



The Purdue Lin SchemeThe Purdue Lin Scheme
22--D microphysics scheme introduced by Lin et al. D microphysics scheme introduced by Lin et al. 
(1983), and Rutledge and Hobbs (1984)(1983), and Rutledge and Hobbs (1984)
Was one of the first schemes to parameterize snow, Was one of the first schemes to parameterize snow, 
graupel, and mixedgraupel, and mixed--phase processes (such as the phase processes (such as the 
Bergeron process and hail growth by riming)Bergeron process and hail growth by riming)
Has been used extensively in research studies and in Has been used extensively in research studies and in 
mesoscale NWPmesoscale NWP
The version used in WRF has been modified slightly The version used in WRF has been modified slightly 
from the original formulation; it was taken from the from the original formulation; it was taken from the 
Purdue cloud model and is documented in Chen and Purdue cloud model and is documented in Chen and 
Sun (2002)Sun (2002)
In WRF, microphysics is integrated outside of the RK3 In WRF, microphysics is integrated outside of the RK3 
scheme, so that saturation remains correct scheme, so that saturation remains correct 



Mixing ratios of cloud water, cloud ice, nonMixing ratios of cloud water, cloud ice, non--
precipitableprecipitable water, rain, snow, and graupel are water, rain, snow, and graupel are 
predicted at each grid point based on advection, predicted at each grid point based on advection, 
production, and falloutproduction, and fallout



Particle Size DistributionsParticle Size Distributions

Intercept parameters:Intercept parameters:
nn0R0R = 8 x 10= 8 x 1066 mm--4 4 (Marshall and Palmer 1948)(Marshall and Palmer 1948)
nn0S0S = 3 x 10= 3 x 1066 mm--4 4 (Gunn and Marshall 1958)(Gunn and Marshall 1958)
nn0G0G = 4 x 10= 4 x 1044 mm--4 4 ((FedererFederer and and WaldvogelWaldvogel 1975) OR n1975) OR n0G0G = 4 = 4 
x 10x 1066 mm--4 4 ((HouzeHouze et al. 1979; WRF default)et al. 1979; WRF default)

Slope parameters:Slope parameters:

ρρWW = 1000 kg/m= 1000 kg/m33

ρρSS = 100 kg/m= 100 kg/m33

ρρGG = 917 (Lin et al.) OR 400 (Rutledge and Hobbs) kg/m= 917 (Lin et al.) OR 400 (Rutledge and Hobbs) kg/m3 3 



Terminal VelocitiesTerminal Velocities
Terminal velocity of each species is Terminal velocity of each species is 
dependent on particle diameterdependent on particle diameter

a, b, c, d, Ca, b, c, d, CDD are prescribed constantsare prescribed constants
These are integrated to get massThese are integrated to get mass--
weighted mean terminal velocities:weighted mean terminal velocities:



Production termsProduction terms
An example for rain production:An example for rain production:

If T>273.15 K, If T>273.15 K, 
Production = Production = autoconversionautoconversion + accretion of cloud water + accretion of cloud water 

+ melting of graupel + melting of snow + melting of graupel + melting of snow –– evaporation evaporation 
of rainwater of rainwater 
AutoconversionAutoconversion (collision(collision--coalescence):coalescence):

Accretion:Accretion:

Evaporation:Evaporation:



Sensitivity to prescribed constantsSensitivity to prescribed constants
Gilmore et al. (2004) examined sensitivity to changes in nGilmore et al. (2004) examined sensitivity to changes in n0G 0G (hail (hail 
size distribution) and size distribution) and ρρGG (hail density)(hail density)

Small graupel

Large hail



Large hail

Small graupel

Gilmore et al. (2004)

Simulations biased toward large hail produce stronger cold poolsSimulations biased toward large hail produce stronger cold pools and the and the 
most accumulation of hail at the surface; rainfall is maximized most accumulation of hail at the surface; rainfall is maximized in betweenin between
They suggest that singleThey suggest that single--moment schemes not be used for realmoment schemes not be used for real--time, cloudtime, cloud--
resolving QPF: uncertainties in microphysics are too greatresolving QPF: uncertainties in microphysics are too great
Can be suitable for research use, however, since researchers canCan be suitable for research use, however, since researchers can “tune” the “tune” the 
parameters to their particular applicationparameters to their particular application
Van den Heever and Cotton (2004) found generally similar resultsVan den Heever and Cotton (2004) found generally similar results with the with the 
RAMS microphysics schemeRAMS microphysics scheme



Feasibility of LUT approachFeasibility of LUT approach

A LUT could be created and used relatively A LUT could be created and used relatively 
easily for the terminal velocities of rain, snow, easily for the terminal velocities of rain, snow, 
and graupel:and graupel:

UUR R depends only on density of air and rainwater depends only on density of air and rainwater 
mixing ratio (similar for Umixing ratio (similar for UG G and Uand USS))
Recall figures from previous slides: these LUTs have Recall figures from previous slides: these LUTs have 
essentially already been created, but in WRF the essentially already been created, but in WRF the 
terminal velocities are still computed each timestepterminal velocities are still computed each timestep
The computational savings from this would be The computational savings from this would be 
relatively minorrelatively minor



Feasibility of LUT approachFeasibility of LUT approach

The creation of a LUT would be more daunting for the The creation of a LUT would be more daunting for the 
rest of the scheme, but could produce substantial rest of the scheme, but could produce substantial 
computational savings if achieved:computational savings if achieved:

27 production terms; each of which would require its own 27 production terms; each of which would require its own 
LUTLUT
Some of these terms have only one or two independent Some of these terms have only one or two independent 
variables, but most have 4 (T, variables, but most have 4 (T, ρρ, and mixing ratio of two , and mixing ratio of two 
forms, plus several prescribed constants)forms, plus several prescribed constants)
Fortunately, these variables all have a relatively limited rangeFortunately, these variables all have a relatively limited range
of possible valuesof possible values
To get the final result, almost all of the production terms To get the final result, almost all of the production terms 
involve addition, so errors would not grow exponentiallyinvolve addition, so errors would not grow exponentially
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